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ABSTRACT

In this paper I aim to offer tangible industry-experience insights to young Designers

who are about to launch themselves into the design and advertising industry, with

particular focus on my work for University of Natal, culminating in their street

pole poster campaign. I hope to pass on knowledge about a holistic approach to

advertising practice, to empower the reader.
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INTRODUCTION

I graduated in 1993 with a National Diploma in Graphic Design. I have since spent

thirteen years in the design and advertising industry. I began as a Graphic Designer

and two years on, migrated to advertising in the capacity of Art Director: a fancy

sounding name that really means I worked on media related communication;

television, print, press and outdoor. I still function as an Art Director, yet with new

responsibilities in a senior position.

The work I produced while at companies in Durban, Johannesburg, London (UK)

and Brisbane (Australia) has consistently featured in local and international

awards shows.

I have worked with wonderful people throughout my career and in this report I will

touch on those who became mentors to me.

Advertising has allowed me to meet interesting and famous people and has exposed

me to a huge array of products, services and brands.

This report has afforded me the opportunity to reflect on my experiences in the

industry. I think it is important to explain what it was like when I started thirteen

years ago, where I find myself now and also where I see the industry heading. I also

take the opportunity to discuss the power of sound and music in advertising;
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something that I successfully exploited in a number of television commercials. By

way of practical examples, I will discuss the rationale for music and it’s effective

use, in my Mercedes-Benz and Plascon Paints commercials.

While I worked at FCB in Durban I was involved in the rebranding and advertising

campaigns for the University of Natal (now the University of KwaZulu-Natal). The

process the brand underwent holds many lessons for anyone interested in how

design and advertising merge and effectively play out in real-word situations.

Researching and compiling this report has been a satisfying experience and I trust

it will be as revealing to the reader as it was for me.
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THE INDUSTRY – WHEN CREATIVE WAS KING

During the two and a half years I worked under Willie Sonnenberg and Terry

Murphy at Sonnenberg Murphy Leo Burnett (SMLB) in Johannesburg, advertising

was in its heyday – it was an ‘ideas industry’ and ‘creative was king’ (Ranchod, n.d.).

There was a sense of mystique surrounding the creative process in ad agencies and

a healthy respect between client and agency existed. Relationships were valued. By

1996 SMLB had enjoyed a thirty-two year relationship with their Mercedes-Benz

client. During the 90’s SMLB was consistently rated among the top five South

African agencies. The staff compliment was around 250 and winning awards was

a priority. SMLB was part of an international Chicago-based agency group called

Leo Burnett. As with Ogilvy & Mather, it was named after its founding father,

Mr Leo Burnett. And indeed most large agencies throughout the world are either

aligned to or part-owned by

international networks. Perhaps

one of the biggest is the Paris-

based Publicis Group, which

owns Leo Burnett, Publicis and

Saatchi & Saatchi.

The reason international agency

networks are found in almost

every country is that

6
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multinational brand offices are increasingly aligning themselves with a single agency

group. Beiersdorf (NIVEA) is exclusively handled by TBWA and FCB world-wide,

Publicis looks after Renault and Leo Burnett has McDonalds for example. The

reason is that a brand can achieve synergy across international markets as well as

benefit form economies of scale, through agency systems and information sharing.

In many cases international head offices create work that’s shipped off to all its

regional agencies. Currently, the majority South African car advertising photography,

is generated abroad. The advantage of regional agencies is the degree of control,

and where international ads are not relevant for a certain market, the local agency

will create market-specific ads, which sit comfortably with the international brand

guidelines. The upside for agencies is that an international alignment guarantees

work. The flipside is the restrictive constraints that accompany major brands,

leading to fewer opportunities for great creative executions. When I started working

in the industry this phenomenon was in its infancy in South Africa, and now almost

no notable agencies are independent from networks.

Prior to the late 90’s, the industry’s strong Creative Directors were regarded as the

marketing gurus, and not their clients. Ideas were not rationalized and picked apart

by researchers and advertising budgets were substantial. It was an environment

conducive to coming up with ideas. The currency of ad agencies was ideas. It followed

that ideas were given time and money to see them produced, because ‘creative advertising

sells more product than bad

advertising’ (Sonnenberg, n.d.).

Willie Sonnenberg was a

fothright, unrelenting man who

demanded the best. When he

asked for a ‘horny shot of a car’

(n.d.) you better believe I learnt

quickly about cars’ sex appeal.

These were the days when

Terry Murphy would come up

7

Willie and Terry’s 1989 Mercedes-Benz commercial that was sold to their client
over the phone. It was inspired by a true story of a man who survived an plunge
over Chapman’s Peak Drive in Cape Town. He was driving a Mercedes-Benz.
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with a line for an ad and rewrite it until it was ‘sharp’ (Murphy, n.d.). He would fill

pages of options of just one headline. Willie and Terry had integrity and were Rolls

Royce communicators. Very different men yet both passionate about ideas and craft,

they were amongst the first to be included in the South African Advertising Hall

of Fame. I believe they have still not been surpassed as the most awarded of all

South African creative teams. Now retired, their influence in my work is still felt.

They taught me the fundamentals of good advertising and gave me every opportunity

to flounder and flourish. I am privileged to have learnt under them.

While at SMLB I also worked under the Head of Art, Joost Hulsbosch, a skilled

man with an incredible eye. When Joost arrived in South Africa from the Netherlands,

his art direction was far too advanced for our sensibilities. He was a stellar

typographer and photographic director. He taught me about the value and beauty

of well considered, crafted type. I still find myself passing on his teaching to juniors.

In my second year, while still working under Willie and Terry, I moved from Joost’s

team to that of Rajesh Ranchod, who went on to become the Deputy Executive

Creative Director at SMLB, and then on to Executive Creative Director at Saatchi

& Saatchi in Johannesburg (a major international network). Armed with his green

pencil, a vicious sense of humour, hard work and unwavering focus, Rajesh fought

his way to the top of a ‘white’ industry during Apartheid. Rajesh taught me that

8

Superb typesetting by Joost in a tactical ad
for a painkiller (1997).

A clever ad by Rajesh advertising Reebok’s sponsorship
of the Natal Sharks rugby team (1996).
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common sense is not so common.

A current doyen of South African

advertising with old-school

training, he has to this day never

used an Apple Macintosh. Except

for email. He is now with

NET#WORK BBDO, which since

2000 has been South Africa’s

most highly regarded creative

agency. Rajesh has judged the

Loerie Awards for the passed

seventeen years and has sat as

a Loerie EXCO (Executive

Committee) member for several

years. He has judged at Cannes

in France and at the Leo Burnett

International 7+ awards in

Chicago. Rajesh remains very

active in my mentorship.

Three men from my very early

days in the industry stand out.

Ben Barrett, Michael Bond and

Tony Lishman.  Ben was a

Commercial Artist. In the days

before photography was successfully reproduced in press, Ben was a highly regarded

in the UK and South Africa as a scraperboard artist. This was an illustration

technique where a white, clay-coated board was brushed with black ink. The entirely

black surface was scraped with a scalpel to create almost photo-real images.

When I saw Ben’s work I was in awe. He taught me how to draw and that a good

draughtsman could go very far, as he understands the fundamentals of light and

shade, form and structure, movement and emotion.

A highly awarded commercial by Rajesh (1997). After several days,
and various attempts to steal the car, a thief steals the security camera.

A scraperboad illustration (1992).
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Michael was owner and Creative Director of Lindsay Smithers Bond (LSB) in

Durban, now called FCB Durban and part of the FCB international network –

currently the biggest communications group in South Africa – billing over

R1.7 billion in 2005. Michael gave me my first job and taught me that really hard

work pays off. Also at LSB was Tony Lishman, their Senior Art Director. A true

gentleman, Tony taught me the basics of good design practice, and in particular;

photo shoot planning and direction. I returned to FCB in Durban in 2005 as Senior

Art Director.

I cannot stress enough the value of a good mentor. I am indeed indebted to a few

notable mentors. They have nurtured my talents, helped form my views and have

equipped me to do my job. These were all old-school practitioners and I have the

utmost respect for their crafts.

The legacy of the old-school lives on.

10
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THE INDUSTRY – THE POWER OF SOUND

Within the context of the hey-day of South African advertising, where big thinkers

abounded and creativity was not limited by tight budgets, I would like to discuss

how this erstwhile freedom played out in two of my of my television commercials:

Plascon Paints Elephants and Mercedes-Benz Quicksand. Both feature well-known

songs and it is the craft of audio in commercials that I’d like to focus on.

I never underestimate the power and importance of music. A relevant and brilliant

soundtrack will elevate a commercial, keeping it from becoming an average one.

Music creates emotion. Laying different soundtracks over the same visuals changes

the sentiment and delivers the message with varying impact. Sound can ruin a

brilliant idea or can turn an average idea into something special.

The Elephants commercial uses 30 seconds of Bobby Darin’s Splish splash (1958).

And Quicksand uses a short portion of I Can See Clearly Now (1972) by Johnny

Nash. Both songs are somewhat archaic yet their popularity transcends time. Their

catchy beats and feel-good lyrics are as relevant today as they were when they were

first scored. As the creative team (myself, my Copywriter, Ed Ender and Creative

Director, Rajesh Ranchod) involved in the conceptualising and production of these

commercials we believed these songs were crucial to the commercials’ success –

especially in the case of Elephants. Although both commercials had strong concepts

and could hold their own without the help of music, one out of the creative team

had the idea to use these tracks. Once we considered the impact of the music, our

11
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gut-feel was that we couldn’t produce these commercials without the songs.

The reason so few commercials have great music is cost. Brilliant, popular music

is already familiar to an audience so its inclusion builds emotional links to the brand

being advertised.

Once our clients bought into the two concepts and the music we began the production

battle. Music rights are protected. The more well known the music the more you

pay to use it. Cat Stevens only on one occasion gave permission for a song to be used

in a commercial (Roberts, 2004). It’s a serious business. The music industry is far

more protective of its assets than the visual arts and communications industries.

Usage of Bobby Darin’s song was US$25,000 and that figure created a major hiccup

for our production. That price tag would deflate the most enthusiastic of creatives

because it usually means the commercial won’t see the light of day. Nevertheless

the agency pushed the client to find the money. Thankfully the client saw the value

and six months after we conceptualised the idea we had a finished commercial in

our hands, replete with the original recording of Splish splash. Plascon Paints risked

a lot – would they get a return on their investment in this commercial? The total

production cost was R1,200,000 (our agency’s most expensive to-date). Agency and

client proceeded on gut-feel. The commercial was so successful that within three

months of fighting, their Wall ’n All paint showed a 30% increase in sales. There

are few South Africans that don’t remember Elephants – it flighted for seven years

12
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before a new ad was made! Elephants was awarded a London International Advertising

Awards Finalist in 1998.

In Quicksand’s case we were not given permission to use the original track. We were

granted rights to re-record it (and still paid for the pleasure). We stayed as close to the

original as possible. In my opinion you can barely tell them apart, and in any event we

only used a short section of the track.

In both cases the music puts a smile on the viewer’s face. Even if from another room

you heard these commercials, you knew immediately what was happening on your

television set. This after all is the very point, according to Bill Bernbach of the DDB

group: ‘If your advertising goes unnoticed, everything else is academic’ (n.d.).

The current Vodacom commercials employ the same

principal. For the most part the current campaign

has no concept. ‘An animated meerkat having a party

with people is so far removed from the product. It

has nothing to do with a mobile phone. But it connects

to the target audience. Half of great commercials

use well-known music. And the clients pay a fortune

for it’ (Ranchod, 2006). Little wonder that Vodacom

consistently features in South Africa’s most liked

television commercials.

13

Vodacom’s meerkat (2006).
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There is no doubt that music aids recognition, recall and likeability. Often radio and

television commercials make effective use of an audio mnemonic device – a short riff

or tune, a signature if you will, that always accompanies that brand across all electronic

media. Ten years ago Toyota used a whistling tune in time with the words: ‘Everything

keeps going right. Toyota’.

Recently at FCB I worked on a commercial for one of our multinational clients. Their

international version of a commercial used a chart-topping UK hit. When the client

would not pay to use the original track we had to look at other solutions that retained

the essence of the original.

The first option was to find library music. In this case the style was so unique, library

music came up short. Legislation relating to usage of music in media has recently been

tightened up. In the past, changing just seven bars of the original score would be

considered enough to have created a different piece of music. Under the new legislation

if the average man in the street recognises the piece as the same as the original, then

the new recording is considered an infringement of copyright. In solving this problem

we had one of South Africa’s top commercial musicians, Rob Schroeder score a new track

using the same tempo and instruments. It was clearly a different track but had a similar

tone and the same emotional take-out of vibrancy and fun. With the right resources and

particular attention to crafting, the local commercial worked just as well.

The Mercedes-Benz and Plascon Paints commercials were made during my earlier years

in advertising. The industry has changed considerably with resultant impact on how

we work and the quality of ads we can produce. In the next chapter I offer insights into

what is changing in the industry and where I see the industry heading.

14
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THE INDUSTRY – WHERE ARE WE HEADING?

The pace at which the world is changing is gaining momentum. It seems as if the

planet is spinning increasingly faster each year. The socio/ economic/ political/ global

environment is leaving an indelible mark on the psyches of consumers. Fuelled by

irresponsible media spin the world is kept on edge. Wars and rumours of wars. War

on Terror. War on Crime. Natural disasters. Threat. Fatalism has replaced faith.

The culture of NOW dances hand-in-hand with the cult of ME. The travel, internet

and technology explosion has shrunk the globe, and along with it, our naivety and

wonder at new experiences.

For better or worse we’re in an information age, but with so many different voices

out there, people are more confused and more insecure than ever. This is not peculiar

to advertising, but is endemic throughout today’s world. Life’s pace and insecurities

traverses countries, cultures and ideologies. It’s a vicious circle; the faster we live,

the more compensation we need, the more we want, the more we consume, the faster

we live, and so on.

If the way in which we consumed changed, naturally a shift occurred with marketing

and advertising. The power that was in the hands of manufacturers and retailers

has shifted to highly sophisticated, mobile, connected, informed and demanding

consumers. Old marketing standards went out with old values.

Ten years ago a line was visible. Advertising was separate from design and both

15
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were separate from promotion. It was enough for an advertising agency to develop

an above-the-line ad campaign using traditional media: print, television, radio and

outdoor. Agencies made the bulk of their money from media commission. Nowadays

media planning and booking is often outsourced. With a shrinking pie, agencies

found other revenue streams. The above-the-line and below-the-line disciplines of

advertising and design respectively, increasingly blurred into through-the-line. So

much so that many advertising agencies and design studios now refer to themselves

as through-the-line or full-service communication businesses.

The danger of working in the creative department of a full-service agency is the

lack of specialisation and mentorship. It’s difficult to develop and hone skills and

working methods when one is constantly traversing disciplines. Interestingly,

NET#WORK BBDO in Johannesburg has remained a purist, above-the-line

advertising agency and outsources its client’s promotion and design work. As noted

in a previous chapter this agency is the benchmark of South African advertising

creativity, launching and building brands such as Cell C, Virgin Atlantic and more

recently, Nedbank. They make a good argument for specialisation.

Nevertheless, with client pressure, in order for agencies to survive, full-service is

here to stay. Traditional ads will cut through the media clutter if they’re brilliant,

but the environment where great ideas are born start with a client open to unexpected

ideas and an agency that elevates ideas above the bottom line – a place where

‘creativity is king’ (Ranchod, n.d.). Research does its part in dampening a creative

environment and culture. In the past we spoke of gut-feel. This was a powerful tool

in differentiating good ads from great ads. Gut-feel works on many levels. It’s

emotional. Deep. Right. You can’t think too much about it. The human faculty

processes and absorbs information extremely quickly. The adage of ‘first impressions’

has merit in this context. The advent of research culled that spontaneity. ‘Ideas are

fragile’ (Ranchod, n.d.) and if they are on strategy, they should be presented and

produced with speed. Gut-feel cannot be measured. Over-rationalising ideas smoothes

their edges, making them less likely to offend and moreover, less likely to stick out

of the clutter! We’re left with a tough business environment and a tough marketplace

16
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where reaching the consumer is more difficult than ever, because the way people

consume is different. Consider an advert from the 70’s and a current ad. One is copy

(words) intensive, the other is more like advertising art. It’s indicative of the way

the world’s going. Time is a precious commodity. If you manage to catch someone’s

attention, you won’t hold it for very long. But there’s only so much this current trend

in advertising can do to differentiate and build a brand. Copy introduces the aspect

of tone to communication. Ranchod’s view is that ‘without the skillfully written tone

in headlines and copy, a brand’s personality cannot be communicated’ (2006). The

distinction between competing brands is lost, and with it the reasons a consumer

chooses one brand over another. Some argue, however that a compelling visual style

does the same job. I take Ranchod’s view - consider a BMW print ad that features

no copy. Switch the logo and replace the car with a Volvo and the ad works just as

well. At best the viewer may smile and turn the page. The difference between

viewing and reading is how deep the message penetrates. Compelling copy can woo

you, educate and convert you and especially help you fall in love with a brand.

17
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A brand’s essence can’t be communicated in a blink of an eye. Thus the advent of

experiential marketing – brand activation – the new buzzword referring to through-

the-line experiential marketing.

Brand activation operates on a more compelling level than promotions. It aims to

exploit touch-points relevant to the consumer’s world. This relates to share of heart

and mind, through which brands progress to becoming ‘lovemarks’ (Roberts, 2004).

Knowledge and usage of a brand is not enough. Once in love with a brand, a consumer

is locked in. That brand becomes a life companion. A Mercedes-Benz driver generally

lives the marque. It’s a lovemark to him. Naturally some brands are easier to turn

into lovemarks than others. Brand activations can take the form of promotions in

malls for instance, an internet-based game, branded rock concerts, sponsored sports,

radio competitions or set-builds, it relates to unexpected and disruptive ambient

media. Activations are about getting a consumer’s involvement and engagement in

an environment where traditional media has no reach.

If you can entertain a consumer you’ll engage them and have the opportunity to

influence them. If an ad leaves a smile on someone’s face, they’re likely to remember

it. With enough exposure to it, chances are they’ll remember the brand and it’s

benefits. Recall is linked to emotional touch-points – humour, as well as greed, can

help join those dots. Advertising plays off of these and other human characteristics.

This raises questions about ethics in advertising. How far are manufactures and

marketers willing to go to get into the personal space of their consumers? How far

are you, the creative person willing to go to sell your clients’ brands?

Marketers well know that converting a loyal user to another brand is extremely

difficult. Some marketing strategies aspire to talk to their existing users and only

promote trial with new consumers. In the relentless war for share-of-mind and the

aim to create brand lovemarks – we find a disturbing new catch phrase: ‘cradle-to-

the-grave brand loyalty’ (Linn, 2005). If children can become friendly with a brand

and the brand fosters wellbeing, the marketer’s job over the next decade is easier.

19
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What’s more, marketing to adults through their children is also easier. There must

be a point where advertising to children is less about ‘empowering and more about

seduction’ (Schor, 2005).

Avoiding advertising is almost impossible. New and alternate media are constantly

being invented. Advertising on vehicles, building scaffolding hoardings, escalator

walls, mall floors, mobile phones, childrens’ bedding, product placement in films,

drinks coasters, school scoreboards. You can’t even use a urinal in peace!

The dilemma of ethics has cropped up a few times during my career. Each occasion,

thankfully, was amicably resolved without prejudice to myself. There is room in

most agencies to decline working on a project for such reasons. One thing is clear

though – you must be sure of your convictions.

Find out who you are and what you will stand for. How do you do this? Through

hard work and excellence. Find unselfish mentors. Be a sponge and learn. Lose the

ATTITUDE and you’ll go far. Make a difference. ‘Why do we strive for excellence

when mediocrity is required?’ (Arden, 2003). It has to do with ethics, self worth and

being the best you can be.

I have often struggled with ethics in advertising. You can take the view that more

than mere communicating, we are creating needs in people that did not exist prior

to our advert. Adding to the cacophony of voices out there. Feeding their lust for

more. Bombarding people, treating children as consumers, exploiting every opportunity

and every space, getting at people in their private worlds, even finding ways to

interject during their times of repose and repair. Or you can take Arden’s (2003:118-

119) balanced view:

‘When I mention that I’m in advertising, people’s instinctive reaction is that

you are trying to sell people things they don’t want. They regard advertising

as a bit distasteful.

I am no more or less distasteful than you.

Yes, of course I am selling. But so are all of you.

20
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You are hustling and selling or trying to make people buy something. Your

services or your point of view.

Tupperware parties, for example. They are selling.

You clean your car to sell it, showing it to its best advantage.

People even put bread into the oven to make their houses smell nice when 

they are trying to sell them.

The way you dress when going for an interview or a party, or merely putting

lipstick on. Aren’t you selling yourself?

Your priest is selling. He is selling what he believes in. God.

The point is we are all selling.

We are all in advertising.

It is a part of life.’

You have to find your own way. Start the journey in a place that seems most natural

to you. Life has a way of coursing out a path. Hard work never killed anyone. One

thing’s for sure – as with the communication industry, so it is for your career: be

relevant, unexpected and most of all set yourself apart from the rest. Ideas are

thrilling. They make you feel alive. If you love ideas you’ll do it for yourself. It’s

what Willie Sonnenberg (n.d.) maintained: ‘Ok is not ok!’

One can, however that that view too far. The culture of winning awards has laid

the advertising industry bare for those in the know to see the cauterising of the

conscience. Winning awards is so important that work is often copied. Or those in

positions of influence bully and connive to get their work recognised. We now find

a thing called scam advertising. Easily identified by the ease of production and the

lack of context. A one-off concept so

provocative it could never had come from

an actual brief. One can have a thought

and find a client, or worse invent a client

(The Society for... etc.). These ads are

being weeded out of the awards shows,

yet some do slip through. Ads that are

21

A scam ad (1999).
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made for awards purposes only belie the very reason we award work in the first

place. As Murphy (2000) says: ‘I was brought up in a time when wit and ingenuity

were revered, but relevance was mandatory.’ The best and most satisfying awards

are for work born out of a strategy and actual briefs. Ads that are fought for. Ads

that made it through despite internal reviews and external client presentations.

This is where fortitude is needed. Unfortunately one has to fight for excellent ideas.

It’s not safe for a young brand manager to put their neck on the line for your cutting-

edge ideas. You need a brave agency and even braver clients.

One needs a little luck to win awards. In

advertising you have to make luck happen. None

of the awards I won came without pushing. ‘I

have learned that to attract good luck to oneself,

it is necessary to take advantage of

opportunities.’ (Clason, 1998:57). Procrastination

is the surest way to make luck abandon you.

You must learn to be vigilant in seeking

opportunities and use them. Tactical

opportunities are always relevant and

unexpected. There is a caveat though: this is

not a core brand building method, but is a

legitimate exclamation mark for the brand and

your portfolio, if exploited cleverly. Also, it gives

you a legitimate lottery ticket in the awards

game. It is better doing great advertising without

trying to win. If your ads win anyway – that’s

a bonus. Making ads purely for awards means

you’re following the pack and there’s a standard

you’re trying to match. ‘Forget fashion’ (Arden:

2003) and row your own boat.

In his new book, The lovemarks effect: winning in the consumer revolution, ‘Roberts
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delves deep into what mysteries lie behind the long-term success and unwavering

customer loyalty for a can of Coke or a pair of Levi's, ultimately concluding that

Love is the answer, and without some emotional connection to a product, love will

dry up’. (The lovemarks effect: winning in the consumer revolution. [online]. 2006.

Available:http://www.powerhouse books.com/titlesf06/lovemarkseffect.html, [Accessed

17 November 2006]).

In the 80’s ad agencies sold ads. Now they’re selling their ability to capture attention

and direct the love affair consumers have with brands. ‘Human attention has become

our principle currency.’ (Arden, 2003). Whether ideas for a logo, a strategy, a

television commercial, an email viral campaign, a brand activation, a screen in a

bank, an ad on the reverse of a till slip or a branded pen, achieving successful

communication always ‘comes down to ideas’ (Ranchod, n.d.). New and interesting

media is great, but they are nothing without an idea. Being able to think up ideas

remains the greatest skill in this industry.

As for our craft – research, budget,

turn-around time and weak

management are squeezing creativity.

Crafting ideas is a process that is sadly

becoming less seen in today’s

advertising and design. With the advent

of digital photography every Tom, Dick

and Harry is a photographer and can

slap together an advert on a home

computer no less. ‘Good enough’ is all

that’s asked for – and yet good creatives

must push the boundaries and get into

that sublime area that sets their work apart creatively and also communicates

effectively. Long gone are the elaborate photo shoots with a day or two for pre-

lighting. Ads must be thought up in an instant and be produced equally fast. Ads

must also communicate in a split second. The need for brevity killed copy. The visual

Shot on a state-of-the-art
Sinar 22 million pixel

(22megapixel) digital back.

Shot on 4x5” film using a
4x5” Sinar camera.
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is now king. And yet very average ads abound.

Computer fonts with auto-everything, along with

commercial digital photography nailed craft’s

coffin shut. In fact, if you ever see classic

typography it’s usually poorly done. But we know

history repeats itself. The wheel comes around.

And indeed we already see a revival of craft

especially in the use of illustration in advertising.

But because of the sheer volume of work to be

produced, it is important to learn where and when

to expend one’s resources. As Ranchod (2006) puts it: ‘Don’t waste energy crafting

bad ads with weak ideas. It won’t make a difference. It’s like polishing a turd. It

won’t get any better’.

In exploring the way forward mention must be made of the changing dynamics

within advertising agencies both globally and in South Africa. The advertising

industry as we know it today has its roots in the mid-20th century. Pioneers like

David Ogilvy and Leo Burnett set the rules. Indeed, advertising has produced new

pioneering men along the way, the Saatchi brothers, and more recently Howard

Draft for instance. Although the model evolved, one thing remained constant –

knowledge was handed down through a hierarchical system of mentoring. ‘With

each subsequent generation of creative leaders a little of the founding fathers was

lost. Some knowledge dies with each successive generation. You would think that

new leaders would progress the model radically, but it isn’t so – those old men from

the 80’s were geniuses’ (Ranchod, 2006).
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The Sonnenbergs and Searle-Tripps of the 80’s are gone. The current leaders: Schalit,

Hunt, Ranchod, Bull, Moorcroft, Morris and others will go too. A worldwide trend

is developing, perhaps through rapidly changing socio-dynamics, where a young

creative wins a few big awards like Cannes, D&AD and the One Show. To retain

their loyalties, agencies are forced to give them position or they move agencies for

position. What we find now is a new breed of Creative Director: young and

inexperienced. They haven’t got the maturity to build serious brands. They got there

through wacky left-field ads and this is what they continue to produce. The cycle

perpetuates as they become icons – not mentors – to juniors under them. That’s the

trend right now, and we’ll probably see more of this phenomenon. ‘The period of

going through the ranks is over’ (Ranchod, 2006). It has the potential to cause a

management crisis in the future because flippant advertising won’t crack it for serious

accounts and we’ll always have banks and insurance companies to advertise for.

Interestingly this trend is echoed in other industries worldwide. A sign of our times.

Another trend perculiar to the South African advertising context is the new business

model emerging as a result of Black Economic Empowerment. Decision makers on

the client side (and now emerging on the agency side) do not have the advertising

background and experience to make qualified decisions about advertising work. ‘All

of a sudden you’ll find a clueless, advertising-illiterate CEO in an edit suite who

has final say over a commercial that’s taken weeks of crafting by several experts

in their fields. It’s ridiculous!’ (Ranchod, 2006). As a result equity of trust between

client and agency is being lost.

These trends are already impacting on the South Africa advertising context and as

a young person in the industry you will have no control over these influences

The important thing to remember then is to keep your sense of humour and that

you’re only as good as your last ad.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NATAL STORY
– STARTING FROM SCRATCH

South African universities, technikons and colleges have historically not viewed

themselves as brands. It wasn’t necessary to mass market. After all, what was on

offer was public knowledge. Reputation was the important thing. An institution’s

reputation was built on producing the best people in their fields – whether they

excelled in the workplace or in research. Reputation had value because it was earned

over a very long time. One tenent of the old thinking is that brilliant alumni equals

a brilliant institution.

The change that came when South Africa re-entered the global arena is summed

up in a word – CHOICE. With ever increasing options, perceived value shifted.

Although South Africans were late in catching the consumerism train, over the

years we proved to be avid travelers!

More options, in and of themselves, are a good thing, except in our desire to maximize

each decision we find ourselves dazed in a ‘paradox of choice’ (Schwartz, 2005).

Choosing one option gains its benefits and yet loses the benefits of the other options

not taken. Combine that with an increasing culture of instant gratification and

you’re left with disillusioned young people who want it all and want it now, but they

just don’t quite know what they want exactly.

The proliferation of smaller niche colleges catering for all sectors of education at
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all strata of society added to the kaleidoscope. Seemingly nimbler and more focused,

these institutions flourished. They filled the need in a changing culture.

And into the centre of the quagmire of distractions who better to step up to the plate

than formula-driven MARKETING PEOPLE.

In order to thrive or at least survive, universities, technikons, colleges et al were

encouraged to re-invent themselves and head into the marketing and media war

as brands. Are universities, colleges and technikons brands? Yes – if attracting

top candidate students is important. Yes – if you’re losing potential students to

other institutions. We never thought of these institutions as marketable, let

alone as brands.

It was no longer enough to rely on the reputations of ubiquitous alumni and I doubt

the graphic splendour of a university’s heraldic crest holds any sway in attracting

potential students.

As a matter of course the University of Natal (UON), KwaZulu-Natal, joined the

tug-o-war for hearts and minds fought in the pages and airwaves of the media.

When I was asked to look at the university, the brief came in the form of a complete

corporate identity (CI) re-look. I’d like to call it a re-think! Graphic Design, no matter

how purist the view, is essentially a medium of communication. To re-look a CI one

needs to become familiar with the brand. It needs deep thought. Not self-indulgent

arty nonsense but the stuff with which brands are built. Where the brand fits in

the marketplace. The strength of its competitors. What’s working for the brand and

what’s not? What its unique selling propositions are – that is, what are the benefits

for the consumer? Where is it failing? The client is the barometer of a lot of the

points above, but it is actually the agency’s prerogative to see where the brand is.

The agency should measure that against where the brand needs to progress to, and

take their client and brand along a journey towards that place.
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A good indicator of a brand’s health is an assessment of its CI. In the case of a

university it is not so much the logo, but the synergy across all the material. If one

takes the view that every piece of material seen by the public will communicate

something, then communicating a singular message is vital.

Incidentally, clients often concentrate only on presenting their brand outwardly to

consumers, negating their most important clients – their staff! Without them certain

attributes of the brand would be lost. It is important to market oneself internally.

If the staff are believers then their passion and enthusiasm will help build the

brand. Their disenfranchisement will most certainly tear down the brand. A powerful

advertising mechanism is word-of-mouth. Positive and negative ‘press’ are both

persuasive, but somehow the negative lives longer.

In the case of UON the staff were having a field day with the CI. The overriding

feeling one got was that the institution had multiple personalities. Each faculty had

a different logo and graphic feel – fair enough. But they bore no relation to the UON

mother brand. Our aim would be to have the master brand and all it’s sub-brands

in unity, unlike the situation where it all looked rather weak and confused.

The thinking was to use simple graphic devices to standardise the look and feel

across the board. And yet it had to be simple enough for enthusiastic secretaries

and academic staff to not mess it up. The difficulty was how to walk the line between

purism and pragmatism.

If the CI was not tight and almost sacrosanct then that would flow through, corrupting

and weakening subsequent communication and ultimately the brand.

Just prior to my coming on board, a line for the

university was conceived: ‘The power to succeed’.

The logo was redesigned and housed into a modular device – a ribbon. Red and

yellow. These echoed the colour of the original UON crest. Great! A semblance of

synergy for starters. The trick for me was to keep the UON brand intact within the
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myriad of options of the faculties. This included

faculty-specific stationery, press adverts and indeed

the mother brand’s own stationery and corporate

brand building exercises in various media, and

covered all three campuses.

The solution I employed was a very simple black

stripe along the base of a layout that housed the

modular ribbon logo. The stripe curved up in the

left corner. I used an area in the ribbon logo to

subtly designate a relevant campus – Durban,

Pinetown or Petermaritzburg. This formed a strong

graphic look that was extremely practical and

versatile. A typeface was chosen to be the corporate

face of UON – this would ensure a culling of the

font fruit salad abounding in most of their design

and advertising communication.

This solution proved to have the legs to reach all

areas of visual communication. Stationery was

standardised. Small, classified press ads were

made into a user-friendly kit form. Our advertising

agency would have missed a trick if we had not

shifted responsibility to the client for the output

of day-to-day elements. They could now, with our

input speak a new graphic language. The new CI

gave a solid structure from which to work. The

UON had taken its first and most vital step in

differentiating itself from competing institutions.

The first major advertising campaign for UON

was based on a strategy where the single-minded
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propositions were ‘the power to succeed’ and ‘become someone’. Whereas it may be

considered rather simplistic, the university itself ironically, was for the first time

becoming someone, and a simple, if not elementary thought was needed. Prior to

this no brand persona had been established for UON. It is usual practice – once a

brand has found its face in the marketplace and is attributed a particular persona,

to begin unpacking its attributes – those which separate it from competitors.

And where no competitors exist, to expound on its merits. This is normally done

through benefits.

It is not enough to present facts in a vacuum. A helpful exercise is to delve into

the market arena and particularly the target people and find insights. The adage

of growing market share is old hat – we now aspire to grow ‘share of mind’ in

a consumer. This is the complex area where the discipline of graphic design is

superseded by advertising. There’s a lot at stake. Millions would be spent. So we

aim to get it right through protracted brand building. As with Rome – the UON

brand would not be built so fast.

This is why I specialised in advertising. It retains the craft of design; typography,

photography, illustration, layout, creative thought process – and yet goes on to

pursue conceptual areas that can be exhilarating if not a little scary at times.

Baby steps for UON. The first campaign would get the name out there and establish

the university as a leader. Announcing your

product or service to the world is easy. Getting

the right people to sit up and take notice of it is

where the mélange of disciplines of the advertising

industry converge – the last stop is creative ideas

based on insights. It goes without saying that

these must be brilliantly executed and placed in

the right media. It’s pointless advertising to school

learners in the local Newspapers. A relevant and

unexpected campaign was needed. Very little

brand advertising for education was out in the
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marketplace so any campaign stood a chance of

being noticed. Based on becoming someone, three

poster executions were devised (I was not directly

involved in these three executions). The UON logo

was emblazoned on aspirational icons. It replaced

the Rolls Royce emblem, it appeared as the

moulded logo under a basketball player’s shoe,

and appeared as the logo on the shirt of Superman.

While not exceedingly creative by ad industry

standards, a punctuation point was made in the

lives of the target market as well as UON. All

were open to seeing more. Those three executions

were placed as A1 posters at schools, in relevant

magazines for youth and parents. Its success lay

in its wide audience appeal. It wouldn’t offend.

The brand was developing.

A fourth creative execution was called for to

specifically target young black women to inspire

leadership aspirations. Demographic

representation became more considered throughout

the UON advertising communication. Throwing

in a token is never a clever move, if the communication was to work for a black

audience it had to be built around their aspirations and insights into their worlds.

If there was a halo effect and the white market benefited – good! My opinion is that

irrespective of the role demographic representation plays; the surest way to get

people to notice your communication is through creativity. If strategically on the

bull’s eye yet boring, an advert will fail. A clever concept, well executed will have

far better recall than correct strategy alone. This separates the good advertisers

from the pedestrian. I handled execution number four – a young black lady in a

‘Star Trek’ uniform in a deep space environment. Her Star Trek transponder replaced

by a UON logo and a space battleship hovering in the background. The success of
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this execution was in its ability to visually entertain – the attention to detail was

evidenced in the crafting, styling and photography. And the message was clear

and relevant.

For the fourth poster we had a model

builder create a realistic battleship,

replete with flashing lights. No half

baked executions here! The model’s

uniform was no off-the-shelf item. A

top local fashion designer was brought

in to create a uniform worthy of UON.

The recipe comprised a costly

production of top photographer, art

director, model, make-up and hair artist

and digital manipulation. The result

was extremely satisfying.

At the same time electronic media was identified as an effective tool in reaching

the target. I don’t believe any university had advertised in this way in the past.

Cinema was chosen, as one can target with great focus, talking to parents of potential

students in one movie theatre and their children in another. With limited wastage

the result was an effective reach for the media ad-spend.

‘Become someone’ was establishing itself. UON was developing a face. The first

cinema commercial drew on the alumni (I was not directly involved in this execution).

UON has an impressive list of success stories, like Jonty Rhodes. Where UON

couldn’t take full credit they could at least claim involvement in those celebrity’s

lives. The cinema commercial aimed to surprise and provoke thought – while

conceptually not ground breaking – it got the message across to ‘become someone’.

And more importantly you could become someone through the UON. No other

institution was shouting about this. The UON’s comprehensive and holistic approach

caused a stir forcing the pack of institutions to talk to their markets. Playing catch-up
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is difficult though, and UON continued to stride ahead in the communication game.

The initial establishing poster and cinema campaigns brought the university to the

fore and gave it a persona. Now we could start spinning UON’s attributes and

benefits. Another round of cinema commercials were made, this time more pointed

and provocative. One execution was to build on the first ad’s endorsement route

and the other employed similar structural devices to speak about the various

international links and scholarships offered through the Faculty of Law.

Insights played an important role in creating the final cinema commercial that I

worked on. UON’s Petermaritzburg campus had a traditionally middle to upper

class white bias. With the changing dynamics in South Africa’s socio-political

landscape, a perception shift occurred with regards to ’Maritzburg, and the campus

began losing top white students to the universities of Cape Town and Stellenbosch.

In view of the traditional elevation of top alumni this crisis needed to be addressed.

Money would be thrown at the issue. We had carte blanche.

’Maritzburg had a reputation for a fantastic campus life. The Durban campus on

the other hand was too big and sprawling to effectively instill this feeling. The multi-

culturalism in Durban didn’t help foster a sense of community either.  The students

at ’Maritzburg had a sense of belonging. The campus was tucked away in a sleepy

hollow; its students and academic staff were mostly white and it’s architectural

beauty and layout lent itself to a fantastic community-based campus life. Perhaps

xenophobia crept in. Other factors were certainly at play. Either way ’Maritzburg
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campus needed to attract top learners. The campus was never short of applicants.

What they desired was to attract the absolute top school leavers with the highest

potential – the calibre of learners they traditionally enjoyed. The insight was that

white students wanted foremost to experience the almost Hollywood picture of a

fun campus life without sacrificing world-class education.

An exciting project indeed. As creatives we could progress from fundamental

communication, which is by its nature with this sort of client, middle-of-the-road.

The future was open to explore ideas – the very things that break through media

clutter – and get a message across.

Once we had the approval of the vice-chancellor, it was off to present to the

’Maritzburg campus decision makers. I sat at the head of a long table, facing ten

stoic faculty heads – eyes trained on me – anticipating my presentation of

two concepts.

I began with the first, my best. Evidenced by their reaction, however, too close to

the edge, it unnerved their draconian sensibilities. The second ad was received.

The premise of the commercial was that while it went without saying that ’Maritzburg

offered a superior education with top facilities it was the best place to experience

great campus life. We achieved this by a juxtaposition of exquisitely crafted

shots of the campus with a raucous audio track of a house party. The concept

was tied up in the end titling sequence: University of Natal ’Maritzburg

World-Class Education

By Day

The photography was styled to look like an Oxford University-type setting thus

inducing notions of world-class facilities; a team sculling across a misty river;

exquisite old halls with fellows sashaying about in slow motion; top-end science

labs; art studios. We played on the graphic strength of the vignettes as well as their

collective communication.
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The project was groundbreaking both for the University and the industry. This was

the first commercial in South Africa to be filmed using High Definition Digital Video

(HD). HD has its place but it is widely regarded in the industry to be inferior to

film. Technically HD has a lesser resolution than 35mm film. It blows out highlights

and loses detail in shadow areas, essentially lowering the tonal range and increasing

contrast. As Ian Difford (2006), South Africa’s top food commercial director puts it:

‘Shooting food on HD – you can forget! Forget! Forget!’
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NATAL STORY
– POLES APART

Once the UNO brand was sufficiently established,

we were able to push the boat out a little more

and explore specific benefit areas.

Where the launch communication had a blanket

effect of raising profile, it couldn’t address specifics

or focus in on particular target groups. We

developed three print ads to address key areas

of the university. Challenging courses, creative

courses, and community courses were interpreted

in a somewhat art-poster format. More about

visual impact than really clever ideas, we chose

to involve the best suppliers available.

The first ad required an image of a student in a

one-handed handstand whilst studying. The second

needed an Elvis student, and the third a composite

of students in impossible poses. The ads were shot

in four locations across two campuses and a studio

in Johannesburg. An engineer designed and built

a rig from which to suspend the hand-standing
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student. Top fashion designer Gideon made up the

Elvis garment and the community ad required a

Springbok gymnast (the student second from the

top). Michael Meyersfeld, arguably the top

commercial photographer in the country, agreed

to shoot the images. The shoots were a major

undertaking, costing over R60,000 in total. The

process Meyersfeld employed was a very satisfying

darkroom hand printing technique using a

sandwich of colour and monochrome negatives.

We were slowly educating the client and getting

their buy-in to well crafted work. The avant-garde

ad my copywriter (Ian Galvin) and I produced for

the UON Leadership Centre is indicative of how

receptive this client had become.

Ian and I worked on the national launch of the

Adopt-a-Light street pole advertising media. The

first campaign was a small and limited corporate

street poster campaign for Adopt-a-Light

themselves. The second was for UON. Incidentally

the media itself was invented by an academic staff member in the UON Engineering

Faculty. A portion of the advertising revenue would go to helping communities. The

word adopt in its title alluded to its altruistic nature.

The next stage in UON’s strategy was to get more relevant to its market. The brief

was for their course offerings and was to be advertised in whatever medium was

appropriate. Our strategist, Ann Druce, who had worked with us on Adopt-a-Light

felt that street pole posters may have potential.

The thought process was an excellent exercise in consciousness of a medium. Ian
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and I came up with a simple concept using the media to its greatest potential. Street

pole advertising is a difficult medium in which to work – where the size of the

posters is a large 1200mm x 900mm, the distance from a pedestrian or moving

vehicle is such that you can’t communicate a lot of information. Also the engineering

of the posters allows for wind turbulence from traffic meaning that you cannot have

pieces protruding from the board.

An exploitable aspect of the media is the follow-on effect of a line of street poles. A

message can be constructed to unfurl over the distance of a few poles. We decided

that three to four poles per message was the maximum one should attempt.

The idea was to use the lamp pole itself as a visual device, employing Magritte’s

Trompe l'oeil (literally: to fool the eye). It offered a good solution to communicate

multiple course offerings as well as being portable. We could have different 4-pole

communication bursts in separate locations and after a period interchange them.

As in the previous UON campaigns we did not produce this on the cheap. In order

for the idea to work the executions had to be convincingly realistic. Using old-school

methods we worked with top suppliers and achieved an excellent result. Model

makers and artists in Johannesburg and Durban crafted life-size props for each
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execution. Attention to detail was paramount, even down to using Municipal issue

street pole paint, also none of the imagery was created by computer manipulation.

Making a Ben Hur production out of this campaign certainly paid off.

This was the first time street pole advertising had been seen in KwaZulu-Natal.

The reach and impact was remarkable. The posters were placed at schools and

major roadways and also outside competitive tertiary institutions.
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The posters were so well received that we produced a second phase of course posters.

The advertising campaigns produced for UON received numerous accolades. They

won a Gold Medal Award in the international 2001 CASE (Council for Advancement

and Support of Education) Circle of Excellence Awards Program for Communications

Programs, for the best advertising in a category that drew 61 entries from tertiary

institutions in the United States and Canada, including Yale and Cornell universities

(2001. University campaign wins top honours. Business Day, 19 June 2001:17).

The street pole campaign won a Silver WorldMedal in The New York Festivals 2001;

a Loerie Gold and Loerie Silver Award 2001; and was published in The Creative

Circle’s The best of South African advertising & design: 2nd edition. 2001-2002.

Campaigns like the university courses street pole posters will only see the light of

day if born in an environment that respects and nurtures creative product. They

need time for contemplation and planning as well as a hefty budget. My experience

has consistently shown that where energy and money is spent, the result is superior

and the communication more successful.

Learn the following from the UON brand story: executing creative ideas will only

work to build a brand if they’re part of a cohesive strategy of communication.
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CONCLUSION

Advertising is a challenging industry. You can find yourself in a creative-driven

agency and have the time of your life. Or you can work in an agency run by ‘suits’

(client service, marketing people, bean counters) and live in frustration. The former

is desirable. The difference is how you deal with it. You can’t rely on your circumstances

to do great work. It’s difficult arguing against excellent ads or designs so ‘let the

work speak for itself’ (Ranchod, n.d.).

Wherever you find yourself, to survive you need to be extraordinary. You must strive

to be poles apart. Be excellent in your conceptual ability, design or art direction

craft. Never look at a brief outside of it’s strategic context, doing ‘creative for

creative’s sake’ (Ranchod, n.d.) does not build brands, so remain conscience of what

you’re doing. It never ceases to amaze me how many juniors fail to look outside

their vacuum. Even the most banal brief exists in a context. A poor logo design has

far reaching effects down the line. Basic things like legibility are often negated. I

have witnessed how irresponsible adverts have resulted in liability claims. It is

possible to grow brands, win awards and augment your portfolio while working

responsibly. Keep what’s right for the brand as your cornerstone and the rest should

follow. Take a long view of your career development as rightly pointed out by

Beverly Sills (n.d.): ‘There are no short cuts to any place worth going’.

I enjoy the advice of the old fathers. The dynamics of their world were conducive

to contemplation. Their knowledge and solutions were gained through years of
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experience. Finally, from his knowledge gained through the trenches of an embattled

career, take this advice from Winston Churchill (n.d.): ‘Success is going from failure

to failure with no loss of enthusiasm’.
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